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1. Introduction 
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It is a well-known fact that the stress re-distribution caused by the creep and 

shrinkage of concrete will occur in the statically indeterminate reinforced concrete 

structure when it is subjected to sustained load for certain length of time. 

Many theoretical and experimental studies have been made by many researchers 

such as Dischinger, Schwarz, Straub, Wilson and Ban. The author also has attempt 

at its theoretical solution by use of the slope-deflection method') and the moment

distribution method2
) modified for this particular problem. 

In this paper, the variation in the redundant forces due to creep is theoretically 

analysed by using the fundamental elastic equations and " Theorem of Three or Four 

Moments," both of which are conventionally used for general statically indeterminate 

systems. 

The effect of variation in the modulus of elasticity of concrete caused by age is 

so small that it is disregarded in the analysis3
). Some numerical examples are also 

illustrated. 

2. Variations in the redundant forces due to creep 

The elastic equations of statically indeterminate systems are generally given by 

0;0 +0;,X, +0;2X2+ ··· +o;mXm+ ··· +o;nXn = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3, ···, n) (1) 

where ;; is the displacement and X the statically indeterminate force. 

Solving these equations, the unknown, X's, are obtained. 

When the system is subjected to sustained loadings, there will be an increase in 

each of the displacements due to creep, resulting in changing <l;0 into <liot and o;m 
into ;;imt, respectively. 

Since <l;0 and o;m are the displacements of the fundamental system composed of 

various members, they can be expressed by 
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O;o = O;oa+O;ob+O;oc+ ···, 

O;m = O,ma+O;mb+O;mc+ ··•. 
(2) 

The terms on the right side of the above equations correspond to the displacements 

of the component members, a, b, c and etc. of the system. 

Now, assuming that each of the component members posseses its proper charac

teristics of lla<?t, llb<?t ·· ·, where Ila, 11b ··· are constants and <?t the standard creep 

characteristics, the total displacement after the duration of sustained loadings will 

become 

where 

Similarly 

o,ot = O;oa(l+11a<p,) +oiob(l+11b<pt) + ... 
= o,o+ (llaOioa+llbOiob+ ···)<p, 

= O;o+°a,o<pt, 

o,mt = o,m+°a,m<pt 

°a;m = llaOima+llbOimb+llcO;mc+ ··· • 

(3) 

( 3') 

In case the influences of axial forces and of shears besides those of bending

moments are taken into consideration in calculating o; and assuming that each member 

has a different value of creep characteristics for the axial force, shear, and bending 

moment, as is usually expected in the reinforced concrete members, O;oa, for example, 

must be computed as follows : 

(4) 

where the terms on the right side correspond to the displacements caused by 

bending moments, direct forces, and shears, respectively; and the suffixes B, D, Q of 

0;00 also mean the influences of bending moment, direct force, and shear. 

Therefore, o;0a(1+11a<?t) in Eq. (3) must be transformed into 

where 

o?oaCl + 11:<pt) + o;ba(l + 11{1<pt) +oi'oa(l + 11~qi,) 

= O;oa + (11:o?oa+ 11{1o?oa+ll~Oioa)<pt 

= O;oa+"a,oa<pt, (5) 

A similar relationship holds for each of the other 0,0 , o,m · · · , and Eqs. (3) and 

(3') will come 

O,ot = O;o+ (d;oa+d,ob+d;oc+ ···)<pt 

= o;o+°aioqit 

o;m, = o;m + "a,mqit , 

(6) 
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{ 
J;o = 6;oa+aiob+J;oc+ ... 

°aim= Jima+"aimb+Jimc+ ... • 

Thus, when each of the displacements, o;, increases as given above, this tends 

to cause discontinuity of member displacement and for that reason the redundant 

forces are assumed to vary as creep is produced in order to satisfy the equilibrium 

conditions of displacements. 

Now, let Ym be the variation of redundant force Xm. Neglecting the variation 

in the modulus of elasticity of concrete, and assuming that the basic creep charac

teristics 'Pt has the same properties as those of concrete, Ym will cause a secondary 

displacement as shown below : •J 5 J 

( 7) 

Consequently, the required conditions for continuity of the displacement will be 

given by using Eqs. (3 or 6) and (7) as follows : 

(0;0 +a;o<tt) + (oii +aii'Pt)X, + (o;z +ai2<tt)X2 + · · · 

+ (o;m+6im'P1)Xm+ ··· + (o;n+a;n<ft)Xn 

1t - dY, 1t{ - dYm 
+ Jo {oii+ C<tt-'Pr)o;,} <hd-r+ ··· + Jo o;m+ C<tt-<tr)o;m} <Fr-d-r+ ··· 

(i = 1, 2, 3, •··, n) (8) 

Substituting Eq. (1) into the above, 

~: {o;, + C<tt-<tr)a;,} dX'd-r+ ... + ~: {o;m+ C<tt-'Pr)a;m} ddrmd-r+ ... 

, 1' • }dYnd 
T Jo {Oin+ (<ft-<fr)Oin ~ 't" 

+a;o<tt+a;,X,<tt+ ··· +a;mXm<tt+ ··· +a;nXn<tt = 0. 

(i=l,2,3,···,n). (9) 

Differentiating the above by 'Pt, 

( d Y, -; ) ( d y m ' y ) ( d Yn ' ) o;'d<tt +o;, Y, + ··· + o;m d<tt +o;m m + ··· + o;nd<tt +o;n Yn 

+a;,X,+ ··· +a;mXm+ ··· +a;nXn+a;o=O. 

(i = 1, 2, 3, •··, n). (10) 

These are the fundamental differential equations for obtaining the variation of 

the redundant forces due to creep. 
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3. Solution of the simultaneous differential equations 

The simultaneous equation (10) is solved in the following manner. Examples 

will be shown for three reduntant forces X 1 , X 2 and X3 • 

(a) General solution 

For i = 1, 2, 3, Eq. (10) becomes as follows. 

where 

(011¥1 +a11 Y,) + (012Y2+a,2 Y;) + (o,aYa+d,a Ya) 

+ X1a11 +X2a12+Xa61a+a10 = 0, 

(021 Y-1 +621 Y,) + (022 Y-2 +622 Y2) + (023 Ya +a2a Ya) 

+ X,621 + X2622 + Xa62a + 620 = 0 , 

(oa,Y-1 +aa, Y1) + (oa2Y2+da2 Y2) + (oaaYa+aaa Ya) 

+ X1aa1 + X26a2 + Xa6aa + aao = 0 , 

. dY; 
Y; = dept • (i = 1, 2, 3) 

Solving the above equations, we obtain 

where (i = 1, 2, 3) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

and J is a determinant obtained by the coefficients of y 1 , Y2 and Ya in Eq. (11). And 

'Pt 'Pt "'t 

r;;=C1M1;(J.,)e>:; +C2M1;02)e½+CaM1;0a)eXa, 

).1 , ).2 and ).3 are the roots of determinant equation (15) 

011 + ;,all 012 + ;,a12 013 + ;,ala 

M().) = 021 + J.a21 022 + J.622 02a + J.a2a = 0 , 

031 + J.aa, 032 + J.aa2 033 + J.aaa 

and M1;().k) is the minor of element 01;+M1; in determinant (15) for ). = ).k• 

(14) 

(15) 

C1, C2 and C3 are the constants which are determined by the initial conditions of 

Y; = 0 when <pt= 0. That is, C's are obtained by 

C1M1;01) +C2M,;().2) +C3M1;().a) = -y;=X;+ ~;o, 
0 

(i = 1, 2, 3) (16) 

(b) Solution for the special case of aik = O;k 

In case all of the creep characteristics of all the members are the same as those 

in a plain concrete statically indeterminate system, in other words, an assumption of 

J.la = J.lb = J.lc = ··· = 1 can be made in Eq. (3 or 6), ii;k is equall to Oik• Then, each 

of the expressions in the parenthesis in Eq. (11) will be as follows, 
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(o;kYk+aik Yk) = o;kCYk+ Yk), 

and X18;1 + X28;2+ X38;3+8io = X1oi1 + X20;2+ X30;3+0;0 = 0. 

Accordingly, (17) 

If o;0 contains the displacements o;w at t = 0 of the support and o;s caused by 

shrinkage in addition to the displacement O;g caused by sustained loads, then O;s can 

be assumed to grow in such away as 

5) (t) <f!t 5) ({)t, Ujs = -uis = -o;s, m m 

where m is the final value of ifJt, 

Then, the solution of Eq. (11) gives the following three independent differential 

equations of first order : 

(i = 1, 2, 3) (18) 

in which X;w, X;s indicate the redundant forces due to the support displacement and 

shrinkage effect, respectively, and both of which can be computed by the elastic 

theory. 

Thus, the following is obtained : 

(19) 

Eqs. (17) and (19) are the solutions obtained by Fr. Dischinger, and they mean 

that the creep of concrete does not affect the stress distribution in the structure so 

far as the displacements of the support and shrinkage do not take place. 

(c) Example 

For example, a symmetri

cal, two hinged frame having 

a steel tie, which is subjected 

to a uniformly distributed 

vertical load as shown schema

tically in Fig. 1, is considered. 

The basic statically deter

minate system is chosen as 

shown in Fig. 1 (b), in which 

A indicates a roller and E a 

hinge. Uc, h) and (i,c({)t, <f!,) 

mean the moments of inertia 

w-
SJS+JlISJJJJJSIU1.lll ~.-~QF 

'+, 8 
----1----,.::;;_---,-_: ___ __;:~ D 

'steel tie. 
r II,, t=,) 

a 

i 
..,_ Ic,v./R,£ 

,t <4- I 
I 

A E 
x, i 1 

A I 
E. 

c-&> 

Fig. 1. Analysis cf symmetrical, two hinged frame with 
steel tie. 

r. 
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and the creep characteristics of column AB and beam BC, respectively. 

The fundamental equations for the redundant forces X1 , X 2 are : 

-010+ X1011 + X2012 = 0 

-020 + X1021 + X2022 = 0 , (20) 

in which o's can be calculated as follows. (The effect of direct force is neglected 

except for the steel tie.6
)) 

(21) 

( (h+y) fs ( 2 ) 
012 =021 = J ~ds= Els h+3 J 

1 y2 l 2 f 2s l 
022 = J Elds + EsAs = 3 Eli,+ EsAs 

= 022b +022T. 

F is the area of the moment diagram as drawn in Fig. 1 (b), and y 0 is the height 

of the centroid of the moment diagram, measured from BD level. For a uniform 

load w on the horizontally projected surface, are obtained 

Under the consideration that the steel does not creep, the followings are obtained 

from Eqs. (3) and (21); 

0101 = Ow+6\oq>t = 010+01oq,t, (610 = 010) 

02ot = 020+62oq,t = 02o+02oq,t, (620 = 020) 

0111 = 011 +611q>t, (611 = 011b+011c1,1c) 

0,21 = 0211 = 012+612q,1 = 012+012q,1, (612 = 012) 

0221 = 022 +622q,t, (622 = 022b). 

When t = 0, (q, 1 = 0), X1 and X2 are given by the elastic theory. 

(22) 

(23) 

The simultaneous differential equations for additional redundant Y1 , Y; due to 

the creep are obtained from Eq. (11), as below: 

(01¥11 +611 Y1) + (012¥2+6,2 Y2) + X,611 + X26,2-610 = 0 

(021¥1 +621 Y1) + (022¥2+622 Y2) +X1621 +X2622-620 = 0. 
(24) 
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Solving the above, from Eq. (12), 

where 

~, ~, 
Y, = Y, +c, ca,2 + ..l,a12)e½ +C2Ct12 +..l2a12)e½ 

~, ~, 
Y; = Y2-C1(tll +..l1611)e½-C2Ct11 +..l2a11)e½, 

y, = -X, +~10~22-~12~20, 
011022-012021 

Y = -x +a"a20-a2,a10 
2 2 a 11a22 - a 12a21 , 

and ..l 1 , ..l2 are the roots of 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

C,, C2 are determined by Eq. (28) from the initial conditions that Y, = Y; = 0 at 

<fJt = 0. 

For assumed values: l = 10 m, h = 5 m, 

le= 0.0016 m4, 

h = 0.00313 m4, 

As = 0.0008 m2 

w = 2000 kg/m, 

<fJt = 1, 

t's are computed by Eqs. (21) and (22) 

s = 5.85m, 

E = 21 X 108 kg/m2 

Es = 21 X 109 kg/m2 

1 MO = 8 w/2 = 25000 kgm 

alO = a10 = 0.0918 m, t20 = J20 = 0.025 m, all = 1.016 X 10-• m 

t12 = J,2 = 0.187 X 10-4 m, t22 = 0.0595 X 10-4 m, 

and all = 1.264 X 10-• m, J22 = 0.0535 X 10-• m. 

Thus from Eq. (23): X, = 311 kg, X2 = 3220 kg 

from Eq. (26): y 1 = -239 kg, y2 = 1200 kg 

from Eq. (27) : ..l, = -0.6819, ..l2 = -1.144. 

Then after determining C,, C2 by Eq. (28), the followings are obtained: 

Y = -176 kg, Y= 793 kg. 

(28) 

Professor S. Ban gives the followings for the same problem as the above by using 

the approximate method proposed by himself.6
) 
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Y = -190 kg, Y = 842 kg as the first approximation 

Y = -168 kg, Y = 761 kg as the improved one. 

Similar analysis can be made for a tied arch with steel tie on which R. Schwarz 

discussed. 7) 

4. Analysis by "Theorem of Three Moments or Four Moments" 

(a) Application of the theorem 

Theorem of three or four moments is frequently used very effectively in the 

analysis of continuous beams and rigid frames. 

Therefore, the application of the theorem to the creep problems as described in 

the preceding chapters will be developed in the 

following. 

Select any two adjacent members AB and BC 

framing into joint B, as shown in Fig. 2, and the 

end tangent deflection angles fJ at B of both mem

bers AB, BC can be given by8
) 

Fig. 2. Two members framed 
into joint B. 

for AB: fJB = - EA:lAB {~~ (MA +2MB) +~AB} +'IlAB 

for BC: BB'= EB~lBc f;c(2MB+Mc)+~lBc}+sriBc, 

(29) 

Where ~AB is equal to the reaction at B of a simple beam AB due to an imagined 

loading equivalent to the moment diagram MoAB obtained for the load on beam AB, 

and ~1Bc the reaction at B of a simple beam BC for a load equal to the moment 

diagram MoBc for the loading on beam BC: 'IlAB and 'Ilse are the member rotation 

angles at B of members AB and BC. Angle rotation is assumed positive when 

clockwise. 

Since B is a rigid joint, BB must be equal to BB', consequently the well-known 

fundamental equation of "theorem of three moments" can be derived by the condition 

that 

fJB= {JB1 
• (30) 

When the creep of each member is taken into account, the above expressions 

have to be modified as follows : 

Let lf!AB and lfiBc be the creep characteriatics of member AB and BC, then BB and 

BB' will increase with the duration of sustained loads to BB(l+lf!AB) and to BB'(l+<i'Bc). 

These variations in B tend to disrupt the condition of equal angles, Eq. (30), so that 

the additional bending moment MA 1 , MBt will be caused to hold the equilibrium of 

angles ; consequently, the fundamental equation is derived as follows : 
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(31) 

Differentiating by <p 1 under the assumptions that ({JAB= JJAB(f)t, ({)Be= VBe(f), and 

JJ AB, JJBe are constants, 

where 

+ElBeI (Me,+JJBeMe,) = 6(fJBVAB-8B1VBe), 
BC BC 

. dM, 
M, = drp, . 

(32) 

Multiplying each term by the standard value ~I 

EI !Be by l'AB and l'Be, we get 

EI lAB 
and expressing EABIAB -1-, 

EBclBe ~,-

l' AB (MAt + JJ ABMA,) + 2{ (l' AB+ l' Bc) MBt + (JJ AB!' AB+ JJBel' nc) Mn,} 

+l'Be(Me,+JJBeMc,) = 6~I (fJBJJAB-OB'JJBe). (33) 

And, similarly, the expression corresponding to "theorem of four moments" can 

be given by 

l' AB{ (M[ + 2MD + v AB(M[ +2Mi)} 

+l'Bc{(2M[+Mi)+JJBc(2M[+MD} =6~I (8';;JJAB-81vBc). (34) 

Using the above equations in place of the elastic fundamental equations, the 

simultaneous differential equations, as given in the preceding chapter, are obtained 

and they can be solved in the same manner. 

(b) Example 0 I, 1 !. 2 r, 3 r= _£, + 1. + 1 • ) • 
µ, ft '¼f. 111c 

An example will be given for a conti

nuous beam of three spans having no 

support displacements, as shown in Fig. 

3, for which M 0 = M3 = 0. 

Fig. 3. Analysis of continuous beam of 
three spans. 

The fundamental elastic equations for support 1 and 2 are 

2(/i'+l/)Ml +l/M2 = -Ki 

l/M1 +2(// +ls')M2 = -K2, 
(35) 

where 

Two unknown bending moments M1 and M2 can be obtained by the above equa

tions. In the creep analysis, Eqs. (31) and (33) are used as follows: 
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2{ (l,'+l/)Mtt+ (l,'v, +li'v2)M,1} + (l/M21+l/v2M21) = -Ki' 

(l/M,1 +l2'v2M11) +2{ (// +ls')M21 + (l/v2 +l/v3)M21} = -Ke', 

Ki'= {2(v1/ 1' +v2l/)M1 +l/v2M2} +k, 

K/ = {v2'/M1 +2(v2'/ +v3'/)M2 } +kz 

or, rewritten as 

in which 

2(L,2M11+L12M11)+(L2M21+L2M21) = -Ki' 

CL2M,1+L2M11)+2CL23M21+L23M21) = -K2, 

L,2=!,'+lz', L2=l/, L23=/i'+ls' 

I 12 = //1,1 +l/vz, Lz = l/vz, 123 = l/v2+l31V3 

(36) 

(37) 

Eq. (37) has the similar form as Eq. (24) and can be solved exactly the same 
• 

way. 

If the continuous beam structure and 

the loading conditions are symmetrical 

with respect to the beam center, as shown 

in Fig. 4, then M,=M2, M,1=M21, Ki' 

J,. ;,. 

iuu1~~1uu11ml18llllllpmii111uj 
1,'-1., 1,;a,s 1.,'~ t 
v,, t, !),=OS Yi" 1 

=K/, k,=k2. Consequently, the solution 
Fig. 4. An example of continuous beam 

bridge. 

can be easily determined by the following differential equation 

Solving the above, 

where 

M,t = K,' _ (1- e-"<Pt) 
2L,2+L2 

= -(M, + - k1 - )Cl-e-"<P,), 
2L12+L2 

For example, in the continuous beam bridge shown in Fig. 4, 

Moment M1 calculated by the elastic theory is 

(38) 

(39) 
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Next, for v1 = v3 = 1, v2 = 0.5 [v is a constant relating to the creep characteristics 
as assumed in Eq. (3)], by using Eqs. (36)~(39), 

For <p, = 2 

Therefore, M 1 will become, after the duration of sustained loading (at <p, = 2), 
as follows, 

(M1)t = M1 + M11 

= -(0.5664~1 + 1.6223~12). 

Then 

for P2=P1 (M1)t!M1 =0.949 and 

for P2=2P1 (M1)t!M1 = 1.029. 

Thus, the end moment M1 will vary by about 5% due to the creep difference 
between the two adjacent beams. Fig. 5 shows how much M, varies with the creep 
difference and the loading conditions. In the actual reinforced concrete continuous 

l -Q.4 

-•6 

-l,=-l,=i, 
1,',,1;-,, 1,'-1.5 

v,- v,-t 
~-2 

1,= 1,=1, 
.f,',,J;=l:= I 

V,= V,=1 
=" 

1.=1,:1, 
1,'=1;=1 .. f,,'=oS 

v,- v,-1 
-2 

-o.,, l 
o.s /.0 l.!i z.o 0 o.s /.0 t.5 z.o :,----;;',,---:;';;----f,,---;;L;;--~¼----l,,---+----:ll,.---~01=.s--,.i,._o--,...1,_s--2_j.o_a6 

...,, -JJ. -;i, 

Fig. 5. Variation of moment dependent of creep difference and loading conditions. 

beam bridge, the creep characteristics of a beam over each span and the magnitude 
of sustained load over each span beam are, in general, not so different in value from 
each other so that the variation in the moment distribution may not be large ; the 
variation may possibly 10 to 15 percent, except for special cases in which large 
differences exist between the creep characteristics of the adjacent beams on the inter
mediate support. 
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5. Summary 

The creep characteristics of the members composing the actual reinforced concrete 

buildings or bridge structures of statically indeterminate system may be quite identical 

in some special cases but rather very different in many other cases. 

In this paper the effect of the difference in the creep characteristics of the 

members on the stress distribution is analysed theoretically. The studies show that 

the variation in the redundant forces is considerably large especially in the structure 

composed of reinfoced concrete and steel members. 

The modified "Theorem of Three or Four Moments" may be conveniently applied 

in the creep analysis of the continuous beam bridges or frame structures. 

These analysis developed here, if still slightly modified, can also be used for the 

similar problems of the structures of composite or prestressed members. 

The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Profs. S. Ban and 

Y. Kondo for their kind advices and valuable discussions. 
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